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About This Game

Platform Golf is a 2D physics based arcady golf game.
It features a variety of levels with unique designs.

Life is like Platform Golf...

Sometimes you have to try a few times to reach your goal
Sometimes you take a breath to make a long shot

Sometimes time is of the essence and you have to make haste!
And sometimes you take a big leap of faith

Often the use of tactics can be helpful to get out of a tricky situation
Letting yourself fall can also be of use

And at some point you may take a step back for this one perfect shot
So you will break through in the end

How all these come together you can find out through the gameplay
So don’t hesitate and start playing one of many challenging Levels!
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- It is a relaxing golf game
- Hit the ball, reach the goal

- 50 levels to solve.
- 20 achievements to earn

"Delightful gameplay, simple but pleasant graphics. Great for a 40 minute coffee break ;)"
"i played the demo and it really is a fun simple game for relaxing. it is perfect on the train or with multitasking parallel to

movies or TV series"
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Title: Platform Golf
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Patrick Hofmann
Publisher:
Bytecrunch
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: Intel® Pentium® N3520 2.17 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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pro platform golf mats. oil platform gulf of mexico. platform golf. platform golf cart. golf platform cars. golf mk6 platform.
golf mat platform. plattform golf sportsvan. golf 5 platform. golf practice platform. platform golf game. golf booking platform.
golf a3 platform. platform golf green. platform golf tees. platform golf 7. golf gti platform. golf mk7 platform. golfnow
platform. procedos platform 9 golf. golf r platform. golf 6 platform. golf mk4 platform. golf range platform. mqb platform vw
golf. golf v platform. platform golf steam. best platform for golf clash. golf 8 platform. cross platform golf game. golf clubs
platform. vw golf platform wiki. platform golf shoes. golf iv platform. golf simulator platform. golf mk5 platform. golf 3
platform. golf cart platform for travel trailer. golf driving platform. golf hitting platform. gold platform heels. tiguan platform
golf. golf 4 platform. platform to perfection golf system. platform golf shoes womens. golf mqb platform. mqb platform golf r.
platform golf scirra. golf training platform. golf power platform. platform vw golf

A good game for fans of sophisticated platformers.. Versus: Battle of the Gladiator is a pretty cool action, fighting game. You
play the roll of a gladiator and hack 'n' slash your way through your enemies in a variety of single and multipalyer missions. That
being said it is a little bare bones at the moment. What it needs most is more players.. There are hundreds of similar casual
games all over the Internet, for free. Also, I don't think this one is particularly interesting or entertaining.. Buy at a huge
discount, and mainly if you remember "Passage 3" from the past and want to refresh the memories. The basic rule of the game
is unique (this is not another match-3 game!) and it's been copied very rarely, if ever. However, the make of this game is very
crude, the graphics is childish at best and the colors resemble 256 VGA palette. Nevertheless, there is a huge number of levels,
three game modes and a number of options to choose from.. This game is well worth the dollar that it costs while on sale, and
still worth the $5 regularly. I have had a lot of on/off fun with this game since 2008 and after beating the story I felt I needed to
write a review. If you enjoy games that have a challenge to them then you need to look no further.. If you aren't willing to buy
stuff in game you will not be able to compete in this game it is a good game if u can throw your wallets at it for 30 to 50 secs
battle it is about 2$ to 4$ depends on ur setups and builds...
This a war game and not dormant so if u are looking for free to play pass time avoid this game..
The game is visually appealing the new stuff u might unlock may become useless to u usable within 2 weeks of launch like new
ships and all
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sry...but that game is crap. where are the buildings?. this games ia very addicting and fun. Don't buy.

- Lots of controller lag
- Only refreshes at about 30fps.
- Joystick support is terrible (no analog support). best racing game I ever played.. TL;DR; Sub par quality and absurd pricing
compared to the Grim Legend series.

As a newcomer to the genre, I just finished all 3 Grim Legends one after the other and was eager to play Kingmaker, it was
disappointing to feel the big gap in quality between the 2 series.

- Story is not well crafted because the game, as others have pointed out, is short - the starting premise seemed promising but the
development is far too short and simple for the asking price. (criminal!)
- Puzzle quality feels repetitive and not well crafted - hints to some puzzles are not intuitive, hidden objects aren't as "cleverly
hidden" and once or twice, it felts like the named object doesn't match what you are actually required to find in-game.
Strangely, despite the shortness of the game - and therefore minigames, I felt like the hidden objects asked for the same kind of
items more often than Grim legends that actually had more minigames...

Definitely cannot recommend. I didn't set out to hate this game - as I still am eager to try out all Artifex Mundi listings, but
there is a clear problem here when I would rather replay Grim Legends (whom I finished and uninstalled already) rather than
play this.... A fun little old-school point-and-click adventure game.
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